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Publish or perish
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The Open Science Revolution
Science without publishing

Writing is an enemy of science

Plato, Phaedrus 275a-b: Il mito di Teuth

For this invention will produce forgetfulness in the minds of those who learn to
use it, because they will not practice their memory. Their trust in writing,
produced by alien signs (allotrioi typoi) which are no part of themselves, will
discourage the use of their own memory within them. You have invented an
elixir (pharmakon) not of memory, but of reminding; and you offer your pupils
the appearance (doxa) of wisdom, not true wisdom, for they will read many
things without instruction and will therefore seem to know many things, when
they are for the most part ignorant and hard to get along with (syneinai), since
they are not wise, but only appear wise ( doxosophoi ).
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The Open Science Revolution
Science without publishing

Printing is an enemy of science

Lutero, Warning to the Printers (1545)

. . . others are instantly reprinting (our translation) and are thus depriving us of
our work and expenses to their profit, which is a downright public robbery and
will surely be punished by God / and which is unworthy of any honest
Christian. It is not for my own sake, though, that I am concerned since it was
freely that I received and freely that I gave it, and I ask for nothing in return:
Christ my Lord has repaid me for it many hundred thousand times over.
But this I must lament about avarice, that these greedy and rapacious
reprinters are handling our work carelessly. For, seeking only their own profit,
they don’t care much about the accuracy of what they are reprinting , and it
has often happened to me when reading their reprinted text that I found it so
full of errors that in many places I couldn’t recognize my own work and had to
correct it from scratch.
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http://www.copyrighthistory.org/cam/tools/request/showRepresentation.php?id=representation_d_1541


The Open Science Revolution
Open science: a modern “revolution”

A revolutionary way of communicating

Publishing = making research public

1610: Galileo Galilei has his Sidereus
Nuncius put into print by a small publisher
in Venice, in order to share his discoveries
with the public, so that everyone might see
and recognize their truth.
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http://people.reed.edu/~wieting/mathematics537/SideriusNuncius.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sidereus_Nuncius
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The Open Science Revolution
Open science: a modern “revolution”

From Renaissance magic to modern science

From secrecy to publicity [?]

Dissimulating, refraining from making one’s opinions public, only means
cheating and deceiving. . . . Secrecy, according to science and within it,
has become a negative value.
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The Open Science Revolution
Open science: a modern “revolution”

Nullius in verba

Academies redux, to host free debates, without any political or
religious interference [?]

Academics should be critical of anyone’s views, because “truth does not
depend on the authority of the person asserting it, but only on the
evidence of experiments and on the strength of demonstrations.”
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The Open Science Revolution
Open science: a modern “revolution”

Modern science as a club good

Phil. Trans.: a "social registry of scientific innovation“

I presentation
I perusal
I (registration)
I publication

[?, 61]
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Philosophical_Transactions_Volume_1_frontispiece.jpg


The Open Science Revolution
Open science: a modern “revolution”

Modern science as a club good

Open peer review

Science as a process, rather than as a product [?, 69]

”The point of the Royal Society’s reading regime was never to eliminate
disputes like those through which Newton prospered. On the contrary, it was
meant to generate them. The intent was to produce fertile engagements
between people who thought differently and who might otherwise have had no
common ground on which to meet. The Society’s civility served first to bring
this about, and then to limit and manage the resulting disagreements.“
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The Open Science Revolution
Open science: a modern “revolution”

Modern science as a club good

Open science as a club good

The most beautiful gift of aristocracy to capitalism [?]

I (academic) research was (relatively) free and open, for the benefit of
many

I it was funded by patrons
I who were guided by the academic debates
I and whose goal was enhancing their reputation by funding arts and

science
I regardless of their possible profitability
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The Open Science Revolution
Open science: a modern “revolution”

An age of Enlightenment

The public use of reason [?]

I Speaking as scholars before the entire public of the world of readers
means speaking to the society of the citizens of the world, rather
than to some academic club (Weltbürgergesellschaft)

I Scholarly free speech helps everybody to become aware of their call
to think for themselves

I Scholarly texts belong to the public domain at least de facto and
sometimes also de iure (Nachdruck and droit de recopie)
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https://scoms.hypotheses.org/409


The Open Science Revolution
Research evaluation

Publications (and later citations) as proxies for scientific
value
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The Open Science Revolution
Research evaluation

Irresistible proxies

Doxosophy as textual fetishism

Plato, Phaedrus 275a-b: Il mito di Teuth

For this invention will produce forgetfulness in the minds of those who learn to
use it, because they will not practice their memory. Their trust in writing,
produced by alien signs (allotrioi typoi) which are no part of themselves, will
discourage the use of their own memory within them. You have invented an
elixir (pharmakon) not of memory, but of reminding; and you offer your pupils
the appearance (doxa) of wisdom, not true wisdom, for they will read many
things without instruction and will therefore seem to know many things, when
they are for the most part ignorant and hard to get along with (syneinai), since
they are not wise, but only appear wise ( doxosophoi ).
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The Open Science Revolution
Research evaluation

Irresistible proxies

Irresistible proxies

When writing freezes discussions into seemingly freestanding textual units
we are exposed to the temptation to believe that

I it is possible evaluating science on the basis of without discussing

I it is possible evaluating science without knowing it
I on the basis of its documents and the relations among them
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The Open Science Revolution
Research evaluation

An example: MMR vaccine and autism

It was published in a high impact scientific journal: therefore, it should be scientifically

sound. Really?
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The Open Science Revolution
Research evaluation

An example: MMR vaccine and autism

Is there a correlation between MPR vaccine and autism? [?]

Wakefield’s paper was:
I a case report about only 12 children
I without control group
I with manipulated data
I and under a financial conflict of interests

However, it took twelve years to have it retracted!
Wakefield’s paper (1998) was retracted only in 2010. [?]
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The Open Science Revolution
Research evaluation

An example: MMR vaccine and autism

Just an anecdotal evidence?

I Authors “cheat” for the sake of their career
I Closed, anonymous peer reviews might fail
I The reputation of the publishing venue helps to spread wrong

opinions
I ...with the support of the “generalist” media channels
I The very slowness of the retraction process fuels uncertainty and

doubts
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The Open Science Revolution
Research evaluation

An example: MMR vaccine and autism

Ipse scripsit?

Can a container actually determine the quality of its content?

“A scientific work is a contribution generally published in a
"well-respected"/scholarly journal, i.e. a peer reviewed scientific journal”
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https://www.academia.edu/36261101/La_sostenibilita_e_la_valutazione_delle_riviste_scientifiche_italiane_in_ambito_SSH
https://www.academia.edu/36261101/La_sostenibilita_e_la_valutazione_delle_riviste_scientifiche_italiane_in_ambito_SSH


The Open Science Revolution
Research evaluation

An example: MMR vaccine and autism

Richard Horton - editor of “The Lancet”

Richard Horton, " much of the scientific literature, perhaps
half, may simply be untrue“ The Lancet, 2015

The apparent endemicity of bad research behaviour is alarming. In their quest
for telling a compelling story, scientists too often sculpt data to fit their
preferred theory of the world. Or they retrofit hypotheses to fit their data.
Journal editors deserve their fair share of criticism too. We aid and abet the
worst behaviours. Our acquiescence to the impact factor fuels an unhealthy
competition to win a place in a select few journals. Our love of “significance”
pollutes the literature with many a statistical fairy-tale. We reject important
confirmations. Journals are not the only miscreants. Universities are in a
perpetual struggle for money and talent, endpoints that foster reductive
metrics, such as high-impact publication. National assessment procedures,
such as the Research Excellence Framework, incentivise bad practices. And
individual scientists, including their most senior leaders, do little to alter a
research culture that occasionally veers close to misconduct.
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https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(15)60696-1/fulltext
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(15)60696-1/fulltext


The Open Science Revolution
Research evaluation

An example: MMR vaccine and autism

Even social sciences have their uncertainty principle

Mario Biagioli, “Watch Out for Cheats in Citation Game”
Nature, 2016

All metrics of scientific evaluation are bound to be abused. Goodhart’s
law (named after the British economist who may have been the first to
announce it) states that when a feature of the economy is picked as an
indicator of the economy, then it inexorably ceases to function as that
indicator because people start to game it.
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http://www.nature.com/news/watch-out-for-cheats-in-citation-game-1.20246


The Open Science Revolution
Research evaluation

An example: MMR vaccine and autism

Scientific theories are mutually irreplaceable unique piece

Drop in measles vaccinations after 1998 Increase in number of measles cases
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The Open Science Revolution
Knowledge communities

Plato’s ancient solution

A combined strategy to keep proxies under control:

I freedom of texts

I promotion of knowledge communities
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https://btfp.sp.unipi.it/dida/fedro/ar01s21.xhtml


The Open Science Revolution
Knowledge communities

A growing unbalance

Communication has gained an industrial-scale power and computability;
research remains craft-based [?, XI].

Communication
1. Writing
2. Printing
3. ICT

Research

Knowledge community
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The Open Science Revolution
Knowledge communities

Humboldt: an institutional community of knowledge

XIX century: open science enters university

Science is the belief in the ignorance of experts. [?]

“It is a peculiarity of the higher scientific institutions that they always
treat science as a problem that has still not been fully resolved and
therefore remain constantly engaged in research, whereas the school deals
with and teaches only finished and agreed-upon bits of knowledge” [?]
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The Open Science Revolution
Knowledge communities

Humboldt: an institutional community of knowledge

Autonomy of science

solitariness independence from corporate and political powers
freedom self-determination of research interests and topics

cooperation commitment to a common goal, within a common space
of experience and debate
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https://btfp.sp.unipi.it/dida/humboldt/ar01s03.xhtml#solilib


The Open Science Revolution
Knowledge communities

Humboldt: an institutional community of knowledge

A precarious separation of powers

The government guarantees and respects the openness of research,
provided that it remains socially and politically circumscribed.

Scientific autonomy Universities evaluate research (by awarding some
researchers the venia legendi).

Administrative eteronomy the government appoints the tenured
professors.
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https://btfp.sp.unipi.it/dida/humboldt/intero.xhtml#macchinastato
https://btfp.sp.unipi.it/dida/humboldt/ar01s04.xhtml#macchinastato
https://btfp.sp.unipi.it/dida/humboldt/ar01s04.xhtml#macchinastato


The Open Science Revolution
Open science: a means or an end?

Humboldt, upside-down: XX century research
bureaucratization

Research industrialization - researchers proletarization

The large institutes of medicine or natural science are ’state capitalist’
enterprises, which cannot be managed without very considerable funds. Here
we encounter the same condition that is found wherever capitalist enterprise
comes into operation: the ’separation of the worker from his means of
production.’ The worker, that is, the assistant, is dependent upon the
implements that the state puts at his disposal; hence he is just as dependent
upon the head of the institute as is the employee in a factory upon the
management. For, subjectively and in good faith, the director believes that this
institute is ’his,’ and he manages its affairs. Thus the assistant’s position is
often as precarious as is that of any ’quasi-proletarian’ existence and just as
precarious as the position of the assistant in the American university [?]
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The Open Science Revolution
Open science: a means or an end?

Two meanings of Open Science

1. a management model that might also be aimed to the exploitation
of open research texts and data for the sake of the market

2. a philosophical ideal of human emancipation through the
opening of scholarly conversation among people
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The Open Science Revolution
Open science: a means or an end?

Open science in Italy

Open science in Italy: the burden of a centralized research
assessment system

I Legge 112 7/10/2013: a theoretical obligations on research institutions
and universities about the opening of articles based on publicly funded
research, with an unjustifiably long embargo period (18 and 24 months
from the publication date)

I A centralized administrative research assessment relying on proprietary
databases like Scopus and Clarivate Analytics and on the journals indexed
in them and on “dark” archives

I The raw bibliometric data on which ANVUR evaluations and rankings are
based are neither open nor accessible

I A collective five years contract granting Elsevier both subscription fee and
APCs ( double dipping)

I Open science has been presented (and quickly retracted!) as a prerequisite
for all the papers submitted to the next evaluation exercise
(https://www.roars.it/online/
vqr-2015-2019-decifriamo-i-misteri-del-bando/)
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http://aisa.sp.unipi.it/poster_b/postd.pdf
http://aisa.sp.unipi.it/poster_b/postd.pdf
https://www.ineteconomics.org/perspectives/blog/how-pseudoscientific-rankings-are-distorting-research
https://www.ineteconomics.org/perspectives/blog/how-pseudoscientific-rankings-are-distorting-research
https://aisa.sp.unipi.it/hybrid-open-access-why-paying-twice-%e2%80%a9/
https://www.roars.it/online/vqr-2015-2019-decifriamo-i-misteri-del-bando/
https://www.roars.it/online/vqr-2015-2019-decifriamo-i-misteri-del-bando/


The Open Science Revolution
Open science and State assessment of research

For the sake of the argument

let’s pretend that the Italian centralized assessment of research could
mirror it in a perfectly faithful way, because

1. it relies on open bibliometric data

2. citations are the currency of science

3. bibliometric can actually take a very accurate picture of the state of
each disciplinary field
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The Open Science Revolution
Open science and State assessment of research

When a picture becomes a model

Gustave Doré, La Belle au Bois Dormant
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The Open Science Revolution
Open science and State assessment of research

Lucio Russo, La cultura componibile, 2008

Anonymous peer review + bibliometric evaluation =
conformism

Chi vuole intraprendere strade non ancora accettate dalla comunità in primo
luogo ha difficoltà a pubblicare, scontrandosi con un muro omogeneo e
anonimo. Se anche, come supponiamo per comodità di argomentazione,
riuscisse nell’intento di inaugurare una scuola di pensiero alternativa sarebbe
ovviamente poco citato, perché sarebbero ben rari i ricercatori che
sceglierebbero di entrare in un gruppo minoritario, sapendo che il meccanismo
quantitativo di valutazione, basato sul numero di citazioni, attribuirebbe ai loro
risultati certamente un valore minimo. Il meccanismo per sua natura
evidentemente si autoalimenta, generando automaticamente omogeneità.
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The Open Science Revolution
Open science and State assessment of research

An administrative and centralized research assessment is
inherently retrograde

I Mainstream research paradigms become blueprints to follow

I Researchers follow - and sometimes try to game - them (Goodhart’s
law)

I science past systematically suffocates science future
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http://commentbfp.sp.unipi.it/?page_id=1372#fermati-sei-bello-la-valutazione-della-ricerca-come-questione-teoretica
https://web.archive.org/web/20170114102715/http://www.atm.damtp.cam.ac.uk/people/mem/papers/LHCE/goodhart.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20170114102715/http://www.atm.damtp.cam.ac.uk/people/mem/papers/LHCE/goodhart.html


The Open Science Revolution
Open science and State assessment of research

An administrative and centralized research assessment is
inherently despotic

Transforming paradigms informally shared into rigid sets of administrative
laws outside the researchers’ control means:

I preventing any future non-conformist paradigm choice

I cutting the root of the very legitimacy if the current mainstream
paradigm, i.e. its being the conclusion of a free debate
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http://commentbfp.sp.unipi.it/?page_id=1372#caesar-est-supra-grammaticos


The Open Science Revolution
Open science and State assessment of research

Opening texts and data is not enough: we need to open our conversation again [?]

1. Bureaucratic authority 2. Scientific authority
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The Open Science Revolution
AISA proposal to grant authors the right to make their work available to the public for free, after being published

http://aisa.sp.unipi.it/attivita/
diritto-di-ripubblicazione-in-ambito-scientifico/novella/
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http://aisa.sp.unipi.it/attivita/diritto-di-ripubblicazione-in-ambito-scientifico/novella/
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